Rock House Cemetery is 6½ miles northeast of Hamilton on County Road 301, which exits from Hwy. 22 east of Two Mile Creek.
Joshua Rainwater, 13 Nov 1791 - 15 Aug 1878, Rock House Cm., Hamilton Co., TX
Photo by Ron & Trudy Capps, 30 Dec 2004
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JOHNSON BAINWATER
BORN Nov. 13, 1791.
DIED Aug. 15, 1879.

Here but not forgotten.
John Rainwater, 18 Jun 1837 - 14 Jun 1899, Rock House Cm., Hamilton Co., TX
Photo by Ron & Trudy Capps, 30 Dec 2004
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Louisa A. (Moore)
Rainwater,
Oct 1834 - 12 Jul 1875
(wife of Abner)
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Mary F. (Rainwater) Pritchard, 7 Aug 1867 - 18 Jan 1885, wife of J. H. Pritchard
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